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Abstrat
By exploring a loal geometri property of the vortiity eld along a vortex lament,
we establish a sharp relationship between the geometri properties of the vortiity eld
and the maximum vortex strething. This new understanding leads to an improved
result of the global existene of the 3-D Euler equation under mild assumptions that
are onsistent with the observations from reent numerial omputations.
1 Introdution
The problem of global existene/blowup of smooth solutions for the three-dimensional
inompressible Euler ow, whih is governed by the 3-D Euler equations:
ut + (u · ∇)u = ∇p
∇ · u = 0
u |t=0 = u0
(1.1)
is a long time outstanding question. It plays a very important role in understand-
ing the ore problems in hydrodynamis suh as the onset of turbulene. Muh ef-
fort has been made in both theory and numeris trying to answer this question, see,
e.g. Beale-Kato-Majda [2℄, Caish [3℄, Constantin-Feerman-Majda [6℄, and Babin-
Mahalov-Niolaenko [1℄. Through these eorts, it is realized that the above issue is
∗
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losely related to the strething of the vortiity ω ≡ ∇ × u, whih is governed by the
following evolution equation:
Dω
Dt
= (∇u)ω
ω |t=0 = ω0 = ∇× u0,
(1.2)
where
D
Dt ≡ ∂t+(u ·∇) is the material derivative. In a well-known paper by Beale, Kato
and Majda ([2℄), it has been shown that the smooth solution u(x, t) for the 3-D Euler
ow blows up at t = T if and only if
∫ t
0 ‖ω(·, s)‖∞ds ր ∞ as t ր T . Some variants
and improvements have appeared in the last two deades. Very reently, Ogawa and
Taniuhi [13℄ have shown that the above L∞ norm estimate on vortiity in Beale-Kato-
Majda's blow-up riterion an be replaed by a weaker BMO norm estimate.
The above result implies that we should study the dynami growth of vortiity in
the ow. It has been observed from the early 80s in the last entury that small vortex
tubes dominate the vortiity eld in later times of the ow, espeially in near-singular
situations. This observation gives impetus on studying the details of the evolution of
regions in whih vortiity onentrates. People have been trying to nd onditions on
the geometry of the vortiity eld that an be used to exlude blow-up by rigorous
mathematial proofs. In partiular, Constantin, Feerman and Majda [6℄ prove that if
there is up to time T an O(1) region in whih the vortiity vetor ξ(x, t) ≡ ω(x,t)|ω(x,t)| is
smoothly direted, i.e., the maximum norm of ∇ξ in this region is L2 integrable in time
from 0 to T , and the maximum norm of veloity in some O(1) neighborhood of this
region is uniformly bounded in time, then no blow-up an our in this region up to time
T . Another way of attaking the problem is by taking advantage of inompressibility
and is explored by Cordoba and Feerman in [7℄, in whih the possibility of uniform
ollapsing of vortex tubes with O(1) length that don't twist or bend violently are ruled
out under the assumption that the innity norm of veloity in a neighborhood of the
region under onsideration is integrable in time.
Many numerial omputations have been performed to searh for possible andidates
for a nite time blow-up. Some of the better known examples are given by Kerr [9, 10,
11, 12℄, Pelz [14, 15℄, and Grauer-Marliani-Germashewski [8℄. Up to now, the most
probable andidate is the anti-parallel vortex tube setting, whih has been arefully
studied by Kerr and others taking advantage of the ever-growing omputing power
(see e.g. [9, 10, 11, 12℄). The magnitudes of maximum vortiity observed in all of
these numerial omputations an be tted by a growth rate of (T − t)−1 whih is
the ritial ase in the Beale-Kato-Majda blow-up riterion. Although many numerial
results suggesting nite time blow-ups have been obtained, no onlusive laim has been
drawn so far. One thing that is worth mentioning is that, in all these omputations, it
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is observed that vortiity is onentrated in small regions that are shrinking with time,
and the shrinkage rate is related to some inverse power of the maximum vortiity.
There is still little overlap of the ases studied by the theoretial and numerial
groups, although many results have been obtained and eorts made. All the existing
theorems deal with O(1) regions in whih the vortiity vetor is assumed to have some
regularity, while in numerial omputations, the regions whih have suh regularity and
ontain maximum vortiity are all shrinking with time. In this artile, we try to narrow
this gap by onsidering ases that are onsistent with the numerial observations. We
prove that no nite time blow-up an our if some mild assumptions on the geometri
properties of the vortiity vetor and the behavior of the veloity eld are satised.
The key to our analysis is the following understanding. The magnitudes of vortiity
at any two points on one vortex line are related to eah other by the geometry of
the vortiity eld through the inompressibility ondition. This understanding has not
been seen in the existing literature and is a key to our analysis. Another key fator
to our work is the reformulation of the problem into a vortex lament setting. Unlike
previous vortiity growth formulas, this formulation reveals the anisotropi nature of
vortex strething and enables us to obtain an improved global existene result for the
inompressible 3-D Euler equation.
Speially, we obtain two results. The rst one says that if the divergene of the
vortiity vetor, ∇ · ξ, along the vortex line segment [s1, s2] ontaining the point of
maximum vortiity is integrable, i.e.,∣∣∣∣
∫ s2
s1
(∇ · ξ)ds
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C(T ), 0 ≤ t ≤ T, (1.3)
where s is the ar length variable, and s2 > s1, then no point singularity is possible
up to time T . If the vortiity blows up at one point within this vortex line segment,
then the vortiity must blow up simultaneously at the same rate in the entire vortex
line segment.
The usefulness of the rst result lies in the fat that the weakly regular orientedness
ondition expressed by (1.3) is extremely loalized. It is a ondition along one loal
vortex line segment. Sine people have observed numerially some form of partial
regularity of the vortiity vetor in a small inner region ontaining the point of maximum
vortiity, we an readily apply this riterion to hek the validity of some singularity
senarios reported in numerial omputations. For example, in Pelz's omputation
[14, 15℄, a tube-shaped region of length sale (T − t)1/2 is highlighted as a andidate
for a nite time blow-up. A simple alulation shows that the riterion (1.3) is satised
within this inner tube-shaped region. This asts doubt on the validity of Pelz's laim
on the nite time formation of a point singularity. To validate Pelz's laim, one needs
to perform a more areful numerial study to hek whether there exists a nonvanishing
vortex line segment within whih ondition (1.3) is satised or whether the vortiity
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within the inner tube-shaped region blows up at the same rate.
Our seond theorem proves the global existene of the inompressible 3-D Euler
equation under some relatively mild assumptions. In this theorem, we deal with the
ase when the length of the weakly regularly oriented vortex line segment an shrink to
zero as the time approahes to the alleged singularity time. It gives a sharper dynami
desription of the vortex strething. Assume that at eah time t there exists some
vortex line segment Lt on whih the maximum vortiity is omparable to the global
maximum vortiity. We denote by L(t) the ar length of this vortex line segment.
In addition to satisfying a variant of (1.3), we assume that L(t)‖κ‖L∞(Lt) (here κ is
urvature of the vortex line Lt) is bounded, and that the maximum norms of the normal
and tangential veloity omponents along the loal vortex line segment Lt are integrable
in time. The length of the loal vortex line segment, L(t), is allowed to shrink to zero
as time approahes to the alleged singularity time. Under these assumptions, we an
prove that no nite time blow-up is possible. To simplify our analysis and to obtain a
onrete rate of shrinkage of L(t), we present a slightly weaker version of the result in
this paper by assuming an upper bound of the growth rate in time of the normal and
tangential veloity omponents along Lt.
Our seond theorem to some extent improves the previous results obtained by
Constantin-Feerman-Majda [6℄ and Cordoba-Feerman [7℄. First of all, our result
requires a very loalized and weaker assumption on the regularity of the vortiity ve-
tor ξ. In [6℄, the gradient of the vortiity vetor is assumed to be L2 integrable in
time in an O(1) region ontaining the maximum vortiity. In ontrast, we only assume
that the divergene of the vortiity vetor is integrable along a loal vortex line seg-
ment and L(t)‖κ‖L∞(Lt) is bounded. The length of the vortex line segment, L(t), an
shrink to zero as the time approahes to the alleged singularity time. The numerial
omputations by Kerr [9℄ and Pelz [14℄ have demonstrated that there is indeed a small
region in whih vortiity attains its global maximum and the vortiity vetor has some
partial regularity. However, the size of this region shrinks rapidly to zero in a rate
proportional to some inverse power of maximum vortiity. Thus there is a signiant
gap between the assumption on the smoothly direted region in [6℄ and what has been
observed numerially. On the other hand, our assumption on the partial regularity of
the vortiity vetor is very mild and loalized along one vortex line segment so that
we an apply our result to hek the validity of some numerial studies, suh as those
by Kerr ([9, 10, 11, 12℄), in whih nite time singularity of the 3-D Euler equation has
been alleged.
It is also worth mentioning that in our seond theorem, we only assume that the
normal and tangential veloity omponents within the loal vortex line segment Lt are
integrable in time. In omparison, the maximum norm of the entire veloity eld within
an O(1) region is assumed to be bounded in [6℄. In the ase of the ollapse of a regular
vortex tube, the maximum veloity is given by the rotational omponent of the veloity
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eld in the ross setion normal to the diretion of the vortex tube. As the vortex
tube ollapses, the rotational omponent of the veloity eld may blow up proportional
to the square root of the maximum vortiity from Kelvin's irulation theorem. The
normal veloity omponent generally orresponds to the speed of the motion of the
vortex tube, whih may remain bounded even in the ollapse of the vortex tube. On
the other hand, we expet that the tangential veloity omponent is smaller than the
maximum veloity eld due to the anellation of vortiity vetors in the inner region,
leading to one order redution of the veloity kernel.
We would like to emphasize that our analysis reveals a lose onnetion between the
global existene of the 3-D Euler equation and the loal geometri property of a vortex
line segment ontaining the maximum vortiity. This observation sheds useful light
in our future eort in studying the dynamial interplay between the loal geometri
property of the vortex lament and the maximum vortex strething.
This paper is organized as follows. We highlight our main results in Setion 2 and
desribe their impliations by applying them to study some reent numerial omputa-
tions. In Setion 3, we explore the geometry of the vortiity eld and the inompress-
ibility ondition in depth and prove our two main theorems.
Notations
Throughout this paper, we will reserve some haraters for some partiular quanti-
ties aording to the following rules of notations:
• C or c: generi onstants, whose value may hange from line to line. When not
otherwise indiated, the values of C(c) are independent of any of the data.
• ξ is always the diretion of vortiity vetors, i.e., ξ ≡ ω/ |ω|.
• T will always denote the alleged time when a nite time blow-up ours.
We will also use the following notations for onveniene:
• ∼: We write a(t) ∼ b(t) if there are absolute onstants c, C > 0 suh that c |a(t)| ≤
|b(t)| ≤ C |a(t)|.
• &(.): We write a(t) & b(t) if there is an absolute onstant c > 0 suh that
|a(t)| ≥ c |b(t)|. a(t) . b(t) is dened similarly.
2 Main Results and Their Impliations
In this setion, we present our two main results. The rst one says that if the divergene
of the vortiity vetor along a nonvanishing loal vortex line segment ontaining the
maximum vortiity is integrable in time, then no point singularity is possible. If the
vortiity blows up at one point, then the vortiity along this vortex line segment must
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blow up simultaneously at the singularity time. Our seond result gives a sharp riterion
for the dynami blow-up of vortiity. With additional assumptions on the urvature
of the loal vortex line and the growth rate of the normal and tangential veloity
omponents along the vortex line, we prove that no blowup is possible in nite time.
Below we desribe these two results and disuss how they an be applied to hek
validity of some numerial studies in whih singularities of the 3-D Euler equation have
been alleged.
Our rst theorem is as follows:
Theorem 1. We onsider any 3-D inompressible ow ( Euler or Navier-Stokes ). Let
x(t) be a family of points suh that |ω(x(t), t)| & Ω(t) ≡ ‖ω(·, t)‖L∞(IR3). Assume that
for all t ∈ [0, T ) there is another point y(t) on the same vortex line as x(t), suh that
the diretion of vortiity ξ(x, t) ≡ ω(x,t)|ω(x,t)| along the vortex line between x(t) and y(t) is
well-dened. If we further assume that∣∣∣∣∣
∫ y(t)
x(t)
(∇ · ξ)(s, t) ds
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C (2.1)
for some absolute onstant C, and∫ T
0
|ω(y(t), t)| dt <∞,
then there will be no blow-up up to time T . Moreover, we have
e−C ≤
|ω(x, t)|
|ω(y, t)|
≤ eC . (2.2)
The proof of Theorem 1 is quite simple and will be deferred to Setion 3.
The above theorem gives a pratial riterion on judging possible blow-up in a
numerial omputation. It also suggests that, when searhing for a nite time blow-up
numerially, one has to pay attention to the geometri property of vortex laments. It
is not enough to just trak the maximum vortiity magnitude and the point at whih
this maximum is attained. The vortiity magnitudes at other points are also ruial.
In partiular, the above theorem implies that if there is a nonvanishing vortex line
segment ontaining the maximum vortiity up to time T suh that (2.1) is satised,
then no point singularity is possible up to this time T . To illustrate, we apply Theorem
1 to the numerial results of Pelz [14, 15℄.
Example 1. In [14, 15℄, Pelz studied a lass of inompressible ows with strong sym-
metry and onjetured that suh ows an lead to a nite time blow-up. In these om-
putations, vortiity is onentrated in small vortex tubes of length sale ∼ (T − t)1/2.
After a re-saling x 7→ (T − t)−1/2x, these tubes seem to have a regular shape. This
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suggests that the length of this inner region sales like (T − t)1/2 and the saling of
∇ · ξ within this inner region is of the order (T − t)−1/2. Let us take the point x(t) to
be the point inside one tube where the maximum vortiity is attained, and y(t) to be
a point on the same vortex line, but outside the tube. It is easy to hek that within
this inner region, ondition (2.1) is satised. By Theorem 1 we see that if the maxi-
mum vortiity outside these small tubes is integrable in time, then there is no blow-up
inside the tubes. It is likely that the maximum vortiity outside these small tubes has
a growth rate smaller than that inside these small regions. This asts doubt on the
validity of Pelz's laim on the nite time formation of a point singularity. To validate
Pelz's laim, one needs to perform more areful numerial study to hek whether there
exists a nonvanishing vortex line segment within whih ondition (1.3) is satised or
whether the vortiity within the inner tube-shaped region blows up at the same rate.
Our seond result is onerned with the dynami blow-up of one vortex line. As
in [2℄, we assume that the initial veloity eld, u0, is smooth and vanishes rapidly
at innity, more speially u0 ∈ H
7/2
0 (IR
3). Denote by Ω(t) the maximum vorti-
ity in the whole 3-D spae. We onsider a family of vortex line segments Lt along
whih maximum vortiity is omparable to Ω(t). Denote by L(t) the ar length of
Lt, Uξ(t) ≡ maxx,y∈Lt |(u · ξ)(x, t) − (u · ξ)(y, t)|, Un(t) ≡ maxLt |u · n|, and M(t) ≡
max(‖∇ · ξ‖L∞(Lt), ‖κ‖L∞(Lt)) where κ is the urvature of the vortex line and n is the
unit normal vetor of Lt. Further, we denote by X(α, t) the Lagrangian ow map [4℄.
Now we an state our seond theorem.
Theorem 2. Assume there is a family of vortex line segments Lt and T0 ∈ [0, T ), suh
that X(Lt1 , t2) ⊇ Lt2 for all T0 < t1 < t2 < T . We also assume that Ω(t) is monotonely
inreasing and ‖ω(t)‖L∞(Lt) ≥ c0Ω(t) for some c0 > 0 when t is suiently lose to T .
Furthermore, we assume that
1. [Uξ(t) + Un(t)M(t)L(t)] . (T − t)
−α
for some α ∈ (0, 1),
2. M(t)L(t) ≤ C0, and
3. L(t) & (T − t)β for some β < 1− α,
then there will be no blow-up in the 3D inompressible Euler ow up to time T .
The proof of Theorem 2 relies on the geometri property of the 3-D Euler equation
in a ruial way and will be deferred to Setion 3. Here we would like to make a few
remarks on the assumptions of the theorem and disuss how one an use this result
to hek the validity of some alleged 3-D Euler singularities obtained by numerial
omputations.
First, we remark that the rst two assumptions of Theorem 2 are quite natural.
From numerial omputations, it has been observed that inompressible ows at later
times are dominated by small regions of large magnitude of vortiity that shrink in
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all three diretions in the Eulerian oordinates. In fat, they should shrink in the La-
grangian oordinates as well. To see this, we argue that if they don't shrink in the
Lagrangian oordinates, the volumes of these small regions would be non-dereasing
sine any Lagrangian region arried by the ow must maintain its volume due to the
inompressibility of the ow. Thus these small regions must have at least one strething
diretion along whih the small regions grow in the Eulerian oordinates. This ontra-
dits with the observation that these small regions shrink in all three diretions. Now
that these small regions shrink in all diretions in the Lagrangian oordinates, it is
reasonable to assume that there is one Lagrangian point X(α, t) that is ontained in all
these regions. Now if we take Lt to be the vortex line segment that passes X(α, t), then
these two assumptions would be satised. Note that the assumption M(t)L(t) ≤ C is
a suient ondition to satisfy (2.1).
Next, we note that in Theorem 2, we used Uξ(t) + Un(t)M(t)L(t) instead of the
more observable quantity U(t) ≡ maxLt |u(·, t)|. This is beause we believe that Uξ(t)+
Un(t)M(t)L(t) may grow slower than U(t). To see this, we rst onsider the term Uξ(t),
whih is dened as the maximum of the dierene between the tangential veloity at
any two points on Lt. In the ase of ollapsing vortex tubes, it is likely that the the
tangential veloity has a better regularity along vortex lines than along the diretion
normal to vortex lines. In this ase, the term Uξ(t) an be muh smaller than the
veloity itself. Even if suh regularity is not available, we an bound this term by
2maxLt |u · ξ|. By the Biot-Savart law, we have
u · ξ(x, t) =
1
4π
∫
IR3
y
|y|3
× ω(x+ y, t) · ξ(x, t) dy.
If vortiity is onentrated in a small region around x, and ξ has some regularity within
this small region, then there will be an extra order of anellation at y = 0 in the integral
kernel for the tangential veloity. Therefore we should expet u · ξ to be smaller than
|u|.
We now onsider the term Un(t)M(t)L(t). In a regular vortex tube, if the maximum
vortiity is ahieved at the enter vortex line, then Un should orrespond to the veloity
of the motion of the vortex tube in the diretion normal to itself. Even in the ase
of the vortex tube ollapsing, the speed of the motion of the vortex tube itself is
usually bounded. In this ase, the maximum veloity omponent should ome from the
rotational omponent of the veloity. A formal argument based on Kelvin's irulation
theorem shows that the rotational veloity omponent is of the order Ω(t)1/2. More
generally, we an estimate the maximum veloity in terms of the maximum vortiity as
follows:
U(t) . Ω(t)3/5, (2.3)
where U(t) and Ω(t) are the maximum veloity and maximum vortiity in the whole
spae respetively. This estimate will be proved rigorously in Lemma 4 in the Appendix
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without making any regularity assumption on the vortiity vetor. Therefore, as long
as Ω(t) . (T − t)−5/3+ǫ for arbitrary small ǫ > 0, then we will have U(t) . (T − t)−1+ǫ.
In fat, in almost all numerial omputations so far, Ω(t) . (T − t)−1. Thus, we an
reasonably expet that U(t) . (T − t)−3/5.
Theorem 2 an be viewed as a renement of some existing theoretial results, and
it is also more appliable to numerial observations. We illustrate these points through
the following examples.
Example 2. First we review the theorem by Constantin-Feerman-Majda [6℄. In
[6℄, Constantin, Feerman, and Majda prove that no nite time blow-up an our
under two main assumptions: (i)
∫ T
0 ‖∇ξ‖
2
L∞(Wt)
dt < ∞, where Wt ≡ X(W0, t) with
W0 being an O(1) Lagrangian region at t = 0; and (ii) ‖u(·, t)‖L∞(Wt) is bounded
by some absolute onstant U (For tehnial reasons, they also make some additional
assumptions). Now if we further assume that ‖∇ξ‖L∞(Wt) has a growth rate at t→ T ,
then their two main assumptions turn into
M(t)≪ (T − t)−1/2, Uξ(t) + Un(t) . 2U.
SineWt is arried by the ow, we an take Lt to be any vortex line inWt. In partiular,
we an take Lt suh that L(t) ∼ (T − t)
1/2
. This is equivalent to taking α = 0, β = 1/2
in Theorem 2. We see that the three onditions in Theorem 2 are all satised and there
will be no nite time blow-up.
Theorem 2 to some extent improves the previous result obtained by Constantin-
Feerman-Majda [6℄. First of all, our result requires a weaker and very loal assumption
on the regularity of the vortiity vetor ξ along one vortex line segment. In [6℄, the
maximum norm of the gradient of the vortiity vetor is assumed to be L2 integrable
in time in an O(1) region ontaining the maximum vortiity, and the maximum norm
of the veloity eld is required to be bounded in this O(1) region. In ontrast, we
essentially assume that the divergene of the vortiity vetor and the urvature are
integrable along a loal vortex line segment whose length an shrink to zero as the
time approahes to the alleged singularity time. The fat that the size of this loal
weakly regularly oriented region an shrink to zero with appropriate rate enables us to
essentially eliminate the gap between our theoretial result and what has been observed
numerially, whih is signiant.
Example 3. Next we review the main result by Cordoba-Feerman [7℄. There they
onsider a xed ube region Q ≡ I1× I2× I3, and a vortex tube Ωt that only intersets
with ∂Q twie at any time t, one in the upper fae, and one in the lower fae. Further-
more, ‖u(·, t)‖L∞ is assumed to be integrable from 0 to T . Under these assumptions,
they prove that the volume of Ωt an not shrink to 0 as tր T .
If we assume that M(t) is bounded by some onstant, and U(t) has a algebrai
growth rate as t ր T , then we an get the result in [7℄ by Theorem 2 by taking
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L(t) ∼ 1. Note that we an take L(t) ∼ 1 sine the ube region I1 × I2 × I3 is xed.
In fat, in this ase Theorem 2 rules out general blow-ups, while the result in [7℄ only
rules out the possibility that the whole vortex tube shrink to one lament.
Example 4. Finally we apply our result to the numerial omputations by Kerr. In
a sequene of papers [9, 10, 11, 12℄, Kerr observed that when t is lose enough to the
alleged blow-up time T , the region bounded by the ontour of 0.6×maximum vortiity
has the length sale (T − t)1/2 in the vortex line diretion, and is ontained in a box
with length sale (T − t)1/2 in all three diretions. Within this region, vortex lines are
relatively straight ([11℄), exept that in a smaller inner region they have urvature
∼ (T − t)−1/2 ([10℄). It is also observed that the maximum veloity inside this region
remains bounded up to time T ([11℄). Thus we an take L(t) ∼ (T − t)1/2, M(t) .
(T − t)−1/2, and Uξ(t), Un(t) ∼ (T − t)
0
. The assumptions in Theorem 2 are satised.
Therefore it is quite possible that there will be no blow-up in this ase. We plan to
perform a more areful numerial study to further investigate this possible blow-up
senario by verifying the above saling of various geometri and ow properties.
3 Proofs of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2
In this setion, we prove our two main theorems in this paper. We rst prove Theorem 1.
Before we present the proof of Theorem 1, we rst study the properties of the vortiity
eld. The key to our analysis is the inompressibility ondition. It turns out that, when
ombined with the geometrial properties of the vortiity eld, this ondition beomes
a onstraint on the behavior of the ow, thus an obstale for a nite time blow-up to
our.
3.1 Diretion and magnitude of vortiity
It has long been observed that at later times inompressible ows are dominated by
small vortex tubes in whih the vortiity onentrates. This phenomenon has also been
observed in reent numerial omputations ( Kerr [9, 10, 11, 12℄, Pelz [14, 15℄ ). A
vortex tube is a olletion of vortex lines, so it is natural to study the behavior of the
magnitudes of vortiity along one vortex line.
First, we have the following lemma, whih relates, through the inompressibility
ondition, the vortex line geometry to the magnitude of vortiity.
Lemma 1. Let ξ(x, t)
def
= ω(x,t)|ω(x,t)| be the diretion of the vortiity vetor. Assume at a
xed time t > 0 the vortiity ω(x, t) is C1 in x. We denote
N = {x ∈ R3 : ω(x, t) 6= 0}.
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Then at this time t, for any x ∈ N there holds
∂ |ω|
∂s
(x, t) = −(∇ · ξ(x, t)) |ω| (x, t). (3.1)
where s is the ar length variable along the vortex line passing x. Further more for any
y that is on the same vortex line segment as x, (3.1) then gives
|ω(y, t)| = |ω(x, t)| · e
∫ y
x
(−∇·ξ)(s,t)ds, (3.2)
as long as the vortex line segment onneting x and y lies in N , where the integration
is along the vortex line.
Proof. Notie that ω = |ω| ξ. Sine ω(x, t) 6= 0, ξ ≡ ω|ω| is well dened in a neighborhood
of x. The inompressibility ondition ∇ · ω = 0 then gives
0 = ∇ · ω = ∇ · (|ω| ξ)
= (∇ |ω|) · ξ + (∇ · ξ) |ω|
= (ξ · ∇) |ω|+ (∇ · ξ) |ω| .
(3.3)
It is easy to hek that the diretional derivative ξ·∇ is atually the ar length derivative
along the vortex line, i.e. ξ · ∇ = ∂∂s . Therefore we obtain from (3.3) that
∂ |ω|
∂s
= −(∇ · ξ) |ω| , (3.4)
with s being the ar length variable. Equation (3.2) then follows from integrating (3.4)
along the vortex line.
Now we are ready to present a simple proof of Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1: Using (3.2) and the assumption that
∫ T
0 |ω(y(t), t)| dt <∞ we
obtain ∫ T
0
|ω(x(t), t)| dt <∞.
Then by our assumption on ω(x(t), t), we have
∫ T
0
Ω(t) dt .
∫ T
0
|ω(x(t), t)| dt <∞.
Thus the theorem follows from the Beale-Kato-Majda theorem [2℄. The estimate on the
ratio of ω(x, t) and ω(y, t) is a diret onsequene of (3.2). This ompletes the proof of
Theorem 1.
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3.2 Strething of Vortex Lines
Before we prove Theorem 2, we need to study how the relative rate of ar length
strething along a vortex lament is related to the relative rate of maximum vortiity
growth in time.
For any starting time t1 and some time t > t1, onsider the evolution of a vortex
line. Let s and β be the ar length parameter of this vortex line at time t and t1
respetively. We an write, for this very vortex line, s = s(β, t). Note that s(β, t1) = β.
Then we have the following lemma.
Lemma 2. For any point α at time t1 suh that ω(α, t1) 6= 0, let X(α, t) be the position
of the same partile at time t ≥ t1. Then we have
∂s
∂β
(X(α, t), t) =
|ω(X(α, t), t)|
|ω(α, t1)|
. (3.5)
Proof. Note that in our notation, X(α, t1) = α. It is well known that for 3-D Euler
ows we have [4℄
ω(X(α, t), t) = ∇αX(α, t) · ω(α, t1).
Then we obtain
|ω(X(α, t), t)| = ξ(X(α, t), t) · ω(X(α, t), t)
= ξ(X(α, t), t) · ∇αX(α, t) · ξ(α, t1) |ω(α, t1)| .
Note that ξ(X(α, t), t) = ∂X(α,t)∂s for any t, where s is the ar length variable of the
vortex line that passes X(α, t) at time t. We an further simplify the above equations
as
|ω(X(α, t), t)| =
∂X(α, t)
∂s
· ∇αX(α, t) ·
∂α
∂β
|ω(α, t1)|
=
∂X(α, t)
∂s
·
∂X(α, t)
∂β
|ω(α, t1)|
= (
∂X(α, t)
∂s
·
∂X(α, t)
∂s
)
∂s
∂β
|ω(α, t1)|
= |ξ(X(α, t), t)|2
∂s
∂β
|ω(α, t1)|
=
∂s
∂β
|ω(α, t1)| .
This ompletes the proof of Lemma 2.
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It is well-known that the evolution of the magnitude of vortiity along any partile
path is governed by the following equation ([5℄),
D |ω(x, t)|
Dt
= ξ(x, t) · (∇u(x, t) · ξ(x, t)) |ω(x, t)| , (3.6)
where
D
Dt ≡ ∂t + u · ∇ is the material derivative. Then the above lemma immediately
gives the equation that governs the ar length strething sβ. If we denote x = X(α, t),
then we have
Dsβ
Dt
(x, t)) = [ξ · (∇u · ξ)] sβ
= [(ξ · ∇u) · ξ] sβ
= [(ξ · ∇)(u · ξ)− u · (ξ · ∇)ξ] sβ
= [(u · ξ)s − κ(u · n)] sβ
= (u · ξ)β − κ(u · n)sβ,
(3.7)
where we have used the fat ξ ·∇ = ∂∂s and the well-known basi relation in dierential
geometry
∂ξ
∂s
= κn, (3.8)
with κ = |ξ · ∇ξ| being the urvature and n the unit normal vetor of the vortex line.
Now we integrate equation (3.7) along the vortex line:
D[s(β2, t)− s(β1, t)]
Dt
= (u · ξ)(X(β2, t), t)− (u · ξ)(X(β1, t), t)
−
∫ β2
β1
κ(X(η, t), t) · (u · n)sη dη.
(3.9)
Further, we integrate (3.9) over some time interval [t1, t]. We get
s(β2, t)− s(β1, t) = s(β2, t1)− s(β1, t1)
+
∫ t
t1
((u · ξ)(X(β2, τ), τ)− (u · ξ)(X(β1, τ), τ)) dτ
−
∫ t
t1
∫ β2
β1
κ(η, τ) · (u · n)sη dηdτ.
(3.10)
Let l(t) ≡ s(β2, t) − s(β1, t) > 0 and denote by l12 the vortex line segment onneting
the points X(β1, t) and X(β2, t). It follows from (3.10) that
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l(t) ≤ l(t1) +
∫ t
t1
(|(u · ξ)(X(β2, τ), τ) − (u · ξ)(X(β1, τ), τ)|)dτ
+
∫ t
t1
M(τ)‖u · n‖L∞(l12)(τ)l(τ) dτ,
(3.11)
whereM(t) = max(‖∇·ξ‖L∞(l12), ‖κ‖L∞(l12)). Inequality (3.11) reveals how the streth-
ing of vortex lines is ontrolled by the veloity eld and the geometry of the vortiity
eld. Furthermore, we will derive an inequality to bound the relative ratio of the mag-
nitudes of vortiity at dierent time by the relative ratio of the ar lengths of the vortex
lines. This provides a sharp estimate on the growth rate of vortiity in terms of the ar
length strething of vortex lines.
Lemma 3. Let lt be a vortex line segment that is arried by the ow. Denote its length
by l(t), and let M(t) be dened as in Theorem 2. Then for any point X(α′, t) ∈ lt, we
have
e−(M(t)l(t)+M(t1)l(t1))
|ω(X(α′, t), t)|
|ω(α′, t1)|
≤
l(t)
l(t1)
≤ e(M(t)l(t)+M(t1)l(t1))
|ω(X(α′, t), t)|
|ω(α′, t1)|
.
(3.12)
Proof. Let β denote the ar length parameter at time t1. Denote by lt the vortex line
segment from 0 to β, and use s as the ar length parameter at time t. Now by the mean
value theorem and Lemma 2 we have
l(t)
l(t1)
=
∫ β
0
sβ(η) dη
β
= sβ(η
′) =
|ω(X(α′′, t), t)|
|ω(α′′, t1)|
,
for some α′′ on the same vortex line. Now (3.12) follows from Lemma 1. This ompletes
the proof of Lemma 3.
By ombining (3.12) and (3.11), we obtain
|ω(X(α, t), t)| ≤ e(M(t)l(t)+M(t1)l(t1)) |ω(X(α, t1), t1)|
·
[
1 +
C
l(t1)
∫ t
t1
(Uξ(τ) +M(τ)Un(τ)l(τ)) dτ
]
,
(3.13)
for any X(α, t) that lies in lt. Let Ωl(t) = ‖ω(·, t)‖L∞(lt). We an easily derive from
(3.13) the following inequality:
Ωl(t) ≤ e
(M(t)l(t)+M(t1 )l(t1))Ωl(t1)
[
1 +
C
l(t1)
∫ t
t1
(Uξ(τ) +M(τ)Un(τ)l(τ)) dτ
]
. (3.14)
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Inequality (3.14) shows how the growth of vortiity is ontrolled by the properties of
the ow. This inequality is important to our analysis in our proof of Theorem 2 and
will be used heavily.
3.3 Interplay between the Geometry and Growth Rate
This subsetion is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 2: We prove Theorem 2 by ontradition. First, by translating
the initial time we an assume that the assumptions in Theorem 2 hold in [0, T ). Dene
r ≡ (R/c0) + 1, (3.15)
where R ≡ e2C0 , C0 is the onstant in the theorem suh that M(t)L(t) ≤ C0 for all
t ∈ [0, T ), and c0 is the onstant suh that ΩL(t) ≥ c0Ω(t). Throughout the proof we
denote ΩL(t) ≡ ‖ω(·, t)‖L∞(Lt). The reason for hoosing the parameter r this way will
beome lear later in the proof. If there were a nite time blow-up at time T , we would
have ∫ T
0
Ω(t) dt =∞,
or equivalently for any t1 ∈ [0, T ), ∫ T
t1
Ω(t) dt =∞.
Then neessarily we have Ω(t) ր ∞ as t ր T . Now we an take a time sequene
t1, t2, . . . , tn, . . . suh that
Ω(tk+1) = rΩ(tk), (3.16)
where r is dened in (3.15). Sine Ω(t) is monotone, and T is the smallest time suh
that
∫ T
0 Ω(t) dt =∞, it is obvious that tn ր T as n→∞.
Now we hoose lt2 = Lt2 . By our assumptions on Lt, there is lt1 ⊂ Lt1 suh that
X(lt1 , t2) = lt2 . If we further denote
Ωl(ti) ≡ ‖ω(·, t)‖L∞(lti )
i = 1, 2,
then by taking t = t2 in (3.12) we would have
l(t1) ≥ l(t2)
1
R
|ω(α′, t1)|
|ω(X(α′, t2), t2)|
≥ l(t2)
1
R2
ΩL(t1)
ΩL(t2)
,
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where the last inequality is due to the assumption M(t)L(t) ≤ C0 and Theorem 1.
Note that by assumption we have ΩL(t) ≥ c0Ω(t). Thus l(t1) an be further bounded
from below by
l(t1) ≥ l(t2)
c0
R2
Ω(t1)
Ω(t2)
= Cl(t2) = CL(t2) & (T − t2)
β ,
(3.17)
where C = c0
R2r
is independent of time.
On the other hand, we have from (3.14)
Ωl(t2) ≤ e
(M(t2)l(t2)+M(t1)l(t1))Ωl(t1)
[
1 +
C
l(t1)
∫ t2
t1
(Uξ(τ) +M(τ)Un(τ)l(τ)) dτ
]
.
(3.18)
By the assumption of Theorem 2, we have
M(t2)l(t2) +M(t1)l(t1) ≤ C0
Uξ(τ) + Un(τ)M(τ)l(τ) . (T − τ)
−α.
Then it follows from (3.18) and (3.17) that
Ωl(t2) ≤ RΩl(t1) + C
Ωl(t1)
(T − t2)β
∫ t2
t1
(T − τ)−α dτ.
Note that the onstant C here depends on R, r and c0.
Applying our assumption that ΩL(t) ≥ c0Ω(t), we have
Ω(t2) ≤
1
c0
ΩL(t2) =
1
c0
Ωl(t2)
≤
R
c0
Ωl(t1) +
C
c0
Ωl(t1)
(T − t2)β
∫ t2
t1
(T − τ)−α dτ
≤
R
c0
Ω(t1) +
C
c0
Ω(t1)
(T − t2)β
∫ t2
t1
(T − τ)−α dτ
≤ (r − 1)Ω(t1) +
C
(1− α)c0
Ω(t1)
(T − t2)β
[
(T − t1)
1−α − (T − t2)
1−α
]
,
where r = (R/c0) + 1 is dened in (3.15). We still denote C/(c0(1 − α)) by C. The
generi onstant C now depends on R, r, c0 and is proportional to (1 − α)
−1
. Sine
(T − t2)
1−α > 0, we an disard it and obtain
Ω(t2) ≤ (r − 1)Ω(t1) + CΩ(t1)
(T − t1)
1−α
(T − t2)β
. (3.19)
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Sine Ω(t2) = rΩ(t1), we an anel Ω(t1) from both sides of (3.19) and obtain
r ≤ (r − 1) + C
(T − t1)
1−α
(T − t2)β
,
whih gives
(T − t2)
β ≤ C(T − t1)
1−α,
or equivalently
(T − t2) ≤ C(T − t1)
1+2δ ,
where
2δ ≡
1− α
β
− 1.
Now it is quite lear that why we take Ω(t2)/Ω(t1) = r > R/c0 and hoose r =
(R/c0) + 1.
Now note that t1 is independent of C and δ, so we an take t1 lose enough to T
suh that C(T − t1)
δ < 1. Then we have
(T − t2) ≤ (T − t1)
1+δ .
By doing the same thing to eah pair (tk, tk+1), we get
(T − tk+1) ≤ (T − tk)
1+δ ≤ (T − t1)
(1+δ)k .
If we take (T − t1) < 1, this redues to
(T − tk+1) ≤ (T − t1)
1+kδ = (T − t1)
(
(T − t1)
δ
)k
. (3.20)
Now we study the ondition of
∫ T
t1
Ω(t) dt =∞ more arefully. By the assumption
that Ω(t) is monotonely inreasing, we have
∫ T
t1
Ω(t) dt =
∞∑
k=1
∫ tk+1
tk
Ω(t) dt
≤
∞∑
k=1
Ω(tk+1)(tk+1 − tk)
= Ω(t1)
∞∑
k=1
rk(tk+1 − tk),
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where we have used Ω(tk+1) = rΩ(tk) = r
kΩ(t1). Sine
∫ T
t1
Ω(t) dt =∞, we obtain
∞∑
k=1
rk(tk+1 − tk) =∞.
From this, we onlude that
∞∑
k=1
k−1∑
l=0
(rl+1 − rl)(tk+1 − tk) =
∞∑
k=1
(rk − 1)(tk+1 − tk)
=
∞∑
k=1
rk(tk+1 − tk)− (T − t1)
= ∞.
Sine r = (R/c0) + 1 > 1, all the terms (r
l+1 − rl)(tk+1 − tk) in the summation are
positive. We an exhange the order of the summation to get
∞∑
k=1
k−1∑
l=0
(rl+1 − rl)(tk+1 − tk) =
∞∑
l=0
∞∑
k=l+1
(rl+1 − rl)(tk+1 − tk)
=
∞∑
l=0
(rl+1 − rl)(T − tl+1)
= (r − 1)
∞∑
l=0
rl(T − tl+1),
whih implies
∞∑
k=0
rk(T − tk+1) =∞.
By substituting (3.20) into the above equation, we get
∞∑
k=0
[
r(T − t1)
δ
]k
=∞. (3.21)
Note that we an take t1 arbitrarily lose to T . In partiular, we an take t1 suh that
r(T − t1)
δ < 1. This implies
∑∞
k=0
[
r(T − t1)
δ
]k
< ∞. This ontradits with (3.21).
Therefore we onlude that
∫ T
0 Ω(t)dt <∞. It then follows from the Beale-Kato-Majda
blow-up riterion that there will be no blow-up up to time T . This ompletes the proof
of Theorem 2.
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Appendix. Estimate of Maximum Veloity by Maximum Vortiity
In this appendix, we prove the following lemma:
Lemma 4. Let u(x, t) be the solution to 3-D Euler equations (1.1), and ω(x, t) ≡
∇× u(x, t) be the vortiity. Denote Ω(t) ≡ ‖ω(·, t)‖L∞(IR3) and U(t) ≡ ‖u(·, t)‖L∞(IR3).
Then the following inequality holds:
U(t) . Ω(t)3/5.
Proof. By the well-known Biot-Savart law [4℄, we have
u(x, t) =
1
4π
∫
IR3
y
|y|3
× ω(x+ y, t) dy.
Take a ommon smooth ut-o funtion χ : {0} ∪ IR+ 7→ [0, 1] suh that χ(r) = 1 for
r ≤ 1 and χ(r) = 0 for r ≥ 2. Let ρ > 0 be a small positive parameter to be determined
later. Then we have
|u(x, t)| =
∣∣∣∣ 14π
∫
IR3
y
|y|3
× ω(x+ y, t) dy
∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣ 14π
∫
IR3
χ(
|y|
ρ
)
y
|y|3
× ω(x+ y, t) dy +
1
4π
∫
IR3
(1− χ(
|y|
ρ
))
y
|y|3
× (∇× u(x+ y, t)) dy
∣∣∣∣ .
Invoking integration by part in the seond integral, we have
|u(x, t)| ≤
1
4π
Ω(t)
∫
|y|≤2ρ
1
|y|2
dy
+ C
∫
|y|≥ρ
1
|y|3
|u(x+ y, t)| dy
+ C ′
1
ρ
∫
|y|≥ρ
1
|y|2
|u(x+ y, t)| dy.
Using the polar oordinate in the rst integral, and the Shwarz inequality in the other
two, we obtain
|u(x, t)| ≤ C

Ω(t)ρ+
(∫
|y|≥ρ
1
|y|6
dy
)1/2
+
1
ρ
(∫
|y|≥ρ
1
|y|4
dy
)1/2 ,
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where we have used the fat that ‖u‖L2(IR3) is onserved in time [4℄, i.e. ‖u‖L2(IR3) =
‖u0‖L2(IR3) ≤ C.
Finally we use the polar oordinates in the last two integrals, and get
|u(x, t)| ≤ C
[
Ω(t)ρ+
(∫ ∞
ρ
1
r4
dr
)1/2
+
1
ρ
(∫ ∞
ρ
1
r2
dr
)1/2]
≤ C
[
Ω(t)ρ+ ρ−3/2
]
.
By taking ρ = Ω(t)−2/5, we prove the desired estimate. This ompletes the proof of
Lemma 4.
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